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Human

You’re the hero of this exhibit

From Fear to Fascination

You are the result of millions of
years of transformation. Discover
your place along human evolution
thanks to this interactive exhibition.
Understand what makes us human
and catch a glimpse of what we
might become in the future.

Dare to explore
the fascinating world of
spiders in an interactive
and sensational spider
space. Get up close and
personal with hundreds of
preserved specimens and
over a dozen living species.
Get to know these riveting
creatures and see all that
hides behind their frightful
appearance. There’s so
much to learn from these
gnarly marvels of nature!

PERMANENT
EXHIBITIONS

Fabrik

Creativity Factory

SPIDERS

NEW WORKSHOP FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION CLASSES
The Science Centre
on the Road!
Special education classes can now take advantage
of a stimulating workshop in the comfort of their classrooms.
For more details, contact our advisors.

WITH THE SUPPORT OF:

Enter a creative workshop space
where imagination is your most
important tool. Follow the
technological design approach and
find an original solution
to the challenge thrown at
you. Prototype and test your
invention; here, one is entitled
to make mistakes.

Science 26

Experience Science
from A to Z
Every letter of the alphabet
is matched with a scientific
concept students can explore
through a variety of activities
and experiments.
ZONE WITH A MOON ROCK
YOU CAN TOUCH

STAY
INFORMED!
Stay tuned for news and invitations for our special
events! Subscribe to our exclusive school newsletter.
MontrealScienceCentre.com/groups/school-groups

Come and admire unique objects
in the world that bear witness
to our quest to find Water in
the Universe.

Clic !

The Zone for Curious
Young Minds
A discovery zone where Cycle 1
elementary students can have fun
exploring the world of science.
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IMAX®TELUS
FILMS WITH LASER

Spectacular and rewarding!
Feed the minds of your students through
programming that is not only intelligent
but also captivating.
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EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS

Developed using the MEES’s progression
of learning approach and animated
by an educator.

CYCLE 1
Planet of the Senses
Program Sensor the Explorer
Robot’s five senses, and help it
find a new planet that can
sustain human life.

Rock ‘n’ Roll Marbles
Embark on a riveting and immersive adventure exploring how the Earth came
to be. Witness like you’ve never seen before the destructive and creative
power of volcanoes. Join National Geographic photographer Carsten Peter
and his team as they venture through wild and majestic environments few
humans have dared to travel.
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Impress Whirly the dog by creating
runs where marbles can roll for
the longest possible time.

CYCLE 2
Shh! It’s Story Time

Become a sound effects or
lighting technician and breathe
life into an Indigenous tale.

Secrets of the Heart
Discover the secrets of this
vital organ: Listen to it with
a stethoscope, see how you
measure up to its strength,
examine real hearts and more!

Discover the inspiring true story of the world’s most extraordinary dogs
and the remarkable science behind their lifesaving superpowers.
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Discover the mysteries and delightful creatures nesting in the expanses
of submarine forests and colourful coral reefs from across the globe in this
dazzling oceanic journey.

CYCLE 3

The Great Debaters:
The Stars and Me

Do false viral reports
contaminate your students? Help
them with a good dose of critical
thinking in an interactive formula
that revisits the traditional
debate! Guided by our refereecommentators, they will learn
how to properly choose their
arguments guided with practical
information and examples.
Ideas clash and the crowd
votes–who will win? An exciting
way to sharpen minds of future
enlightened citizens.

Mysterious Machines

Explore simple machines before
assembling and dressing up
a truly mysterious one of your
own. Then put it into action!

SOS Radio
Prepare yourself for an endearing encounter. A panda cub born in captivity
named Qian Qian has been chosen to return to the wild.

After surviving a plane crash in
the Far North, generate electricity
to send out an SOS using the
resources available on board.

A TURNKEY OUTING

•O
 uting planning assistance
• Greeting of your group at arrival
• Animation by specially trained
educators
• Free and easy access for buses
• Free lunch area available

ELEMENTARY LEVEL GROUP RATES

Two hours of activities at the Montréal Science Centre
starting at only $7.75* per person.

OR

an IMAX ® film,

OR
Two hours of activities at the Montréal Science Centre
starting at only $11.50* per person.

AND

an IMAX ® film,

One free ticket with every purchase of 15 tickets.

.........................................................................

FEEL LIKE A SNACK?

Enjoy a popcorn and a bottle of water
during your movie for only $5* per person!
*Upon reservation only, taxes not included. Visit our website for complete rate details and booking conditions.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT SNACK OPTIONS,
ACTIVITIES OR TO MAKE A RESERVATION,
contact one of our agents:
514-496-2281 or 1-888-558-4423
groupsales@oldportofmontreal.com

MontrealScienceCentre.com

